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Bugfixes
INFORMATION
When opening a project with the new version (2017-18.00), projects of the directly
previous version 2016
are converted and can no longer be opened with the previous version
[x] Single-User
[x] Multi-User
All errors repaired in Version 2016 are also repaired for Version 2017.
are not converted and can still be opened with the previous version
[ ] Single-User
[ ] Multi-User
COM Registration
[x] the COM library has been changed and should be registered again
(start the program as ADMIN using „E3.series.exe /register“)

The bug fixes are sorted and listed by designer number(s). This enables you, for example, to
easily search for bugs reported to our support office.

Designer-05041
Designer-12042
Designer-18342
Designer-21348
Designer-25227

Designer-25883
Designer-29348
Designer-29725
Designer-29786

Net segment length 0 on attribute templates is only displayed when
newly entering
Model's space requirement is erroneously verified if additional
polygones are used
Component names of assembly component objects are not
completely displayed in DBE mode
When starting Database Editor with startup parameter 'schema',
not all symbols are displayed in the Database Window's 'Misc' tab
It's possible to create "Variants" containing line breaks using the
COM methods 'Job.AddOptionAlias' and
'Dev.SetAttributeValueVariant' which causes an error: 'E check_varbool_expression( 'VAR_BOOL/XXX' ): Saved Expression
is: [ 'XXX' ] but parsed Expression is: [ 'XXX' ]'
Changes on dynamic components or components without structure
are not highlighted by * in the DBE project window
Trigger "BeforeCloseProject" - Workflow adapted
"Undo" after jumping to panel prevents editing on the schematic
sheet
E3.ReportScripts: Error at BOM creation when the name of the
article number contains an apostrophe (')
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Designer-29810
Designer-29854
Designer-29873
Designer-29959

Designer-29999
Designer-30005
Designer-30012
Designer-30029
Designer-30043
Designer-30045
Designer-30072
Designer-30073
Designer-30091
Designer-30092
Designer-30101
Designer-30103
Designer-30111
Designer-30135

Designer-30294

Several text types do not function properly at reference symbols
The function 'Purge Unused Objects' doesn't delete an unused
symbol, if used characteristics are existing thereof
Routing in Panel: Conductor that shall be connected over several
cable duct inlets/outlets can't find a cable duct routing path
When a value is to be assigned to an attribute on e.g. sheets or
devices within the "Properties", attribute values already
existing/assigned in project should be listed and sorted by type
[20995]
PDF Export fails with error when a graphic cloud with line width "0"
exists
Jump and Highlight is showing different results when jumping from
the device tree or a panel sheet
Different behavior when reconnecting wires while moving a symbol
to the end of a connect line or on the connect line
No update of variants/options tree, when variants/options are
activated by COM and ''Activate online'' is not active
When moving folders within the sheet tree, auto signal crossreferences are not updated
Pictogram placement can't be controlled via text box
Texts on 2D view sheets can't be rotated
Wire is not connected to connection that is located on a hierarchical
block
The fill color of a block not saved in MultiUser
Fields and dynamic symbols as polygons appear invisible when the
start point has been digitalized again
Translation error within the toolbar menu 'Display'
No ability to place a new device view from a connectorn in certain
circumstances
Bus pins are displayed twice in the "Component Properties" when
using the context menu within the Component tree
With active option 'Split the block and copy the graphic contents'
the message "E - Error in function ibndgra\df_bndgra_add(), ret =
17 E - Error in function mdselobj\md_df_do(), ret = 41" may
appear at 'split block' for block with placed symboll
At conductor connection in formboard or view the pin names of
connector are changed
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